The photos in this brochure are of projects designed using Land F/X.
ENHANCE YOUR CAD
WITH TOOLS CREATED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOU!

**design F/X**
A detail-processing powerhouse that forms the core element of our software. Organize your office’s standard details and make them accessible from CAD by multiple users, across multiple sheets.

**planting F/X**
The best planting design software available. We automate all your tedious and error-prone tasks - like error checking, counting plants, labeling, and scheduling - and make them available in easily accessible dialog boxes within CAD.

**irrigation F/X**
Specify equipment from manufacturers, complete with performance data, all from a CAD dialog box. Automated calculations and error checking ensure accuracy across the board.
JOINING LAND F/X MEANS YOU GET:

★ TECH SUPPORT
★ UPDATES
★ TRAINING
★ CONTENT
★ POWER TIPS & WEBINARS

EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED. NO HIDDEN COSTS.
WHERE IT ALL STARTED

Land F/X was born in a landscape architect’s office. Back in 1992, David Farmer had just made the switch from Mylar to AutoCAD but was finding the program to be far less than user friendly. David’s then-teenage son, Jeremiah, had already spent countless hours helping at his father’s drafting table. He’d also taught himself to program at age six. That summer, Jeremiah coded what would become the first Land F/X tool – a simple scaling dialog box designed by his father.
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... AND WHERE IT CONTINUES:

YOU

DIRECTLY INFLUENCE:

- Development
- Tech Support
- Training

We are family, and so are you. We believe in developing software that keeps up with the demands of your profession while still being simple enough for you to use. In short, we do this for you.
FUNCTIONALITY FOR YOU – BY YOU

“It paid for itself on the first few projects. Now, I can’t imagine designing without it. I used to ‘count water’ manually – memorizing the GPM for each Rain Bird head, for example. I haven’t counted water for years.”

Steve Cook
Stantec

“It is imperative that I am as efficient as possible while still producing a great product for my clients. My preliminary designs are more graphic, the construction drawings are tighter, and since I can do all of this in less time, my profits are greater. That is why I use the software.”

David Fox
David Fox Landscape Architecture

“We love how Land F/X allows us to build our own libraries. Once you have your content set, it’s all there. You can just take it and run. The tools are all about efficiency and time savings – especially the verification tools and the automatic calculations. It cuts our work time in half.”

Will Howard
Stack Rock Group
JUST A FEW FEATURES SUGGESTED BY USERS:

- Automated Grading
- Create a Custom Color Plant Symbol
- Spot Elevations and Slope Callouts
- Quickly Move Plants to Unique Layers
- Valve Callout Renumbering
- Change Order RefNotes Schedule
- Discipline Block with Attributes
- Paint Mode
- Show a Phased Planting Plan
- Head Layout Using Copy Along Tools
- Show Context with New Viewport
- SuperJoin
- QSELECT for Scale Changes
- Verify Mainline
- Plant Mixes
- Dynamic Block Support
- RefNote Object In Drawing
- Convert Imperial Details to Metric
- How to Create a Dimscale Block
- Tree Remediation
- Planting Plan Variations
- Zombie Pipe Labels
- Adding Plants, Advanced Searching
- Rooftop Irrigation
- Quick Bubbler Placement

AND THERE ARE SO MANY MORE!

David Fox
Laurent Pamela
Don Irving, Donald Irving Pty
Rachel Katzman, Belt Collins
Steve Cook, Stantec
Jimmy McAninch, AECOM
Luis Terrazas, Greenway Studios
Jeff Morosky, WDI
Harold Hoyte
Edward Wranosky, Hines Inc.
Brad Sikes, SikesDesign
Aaron Smith, Insight Irrigation
Allan Darwent, Talma Mill Studios
Eric Stanley, GSBS
Kim Alexander, Allee Landscape
Aaron Emerson, Mills Design
BMLA
Michael Magnan, O2
Tim Wood, B+C Studio
Allison Fleury, Inside Out
Hilton Landmarks
Ed Dean, Kimley Horn
Patricia Cullinan
Tim Davis, Wilson Davis Associates
Rob Hoogeveen, CID
WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK

Our renowned technical support team is available when you need them. Spend your valuable time where it matters - in design.

Tech Support
+1 805-541-1003
support@landfx.com

“I just won a bet with my wife. She said you guys wouldn’t get back to me [about my technical support issue] until Monday, and I told her you’d get back to me within 5 minutes!”

Robert C. Gause, Gause and Associates, Inc.
GET REAL ANSWERS

Amanda
Planting
Usage Support

Paul
Land F/X
Usage Support

Jake
Irrigation
Usage Support

We understand the profession. Our development and support are directed by experienced landscape architects and irrigation designers.

“Once again, Land F/X comes through in record time helping me with various support issues. Land F/X is the best software company I have ever dealt with by far.”

Tim O’Brien, Outlook Land Design
LEARNING RESOURCES

DOCUMENTATION
Our online documentation and Knowledge Base articles give you a step-by-step answer to every question a user has asked about the software.

GETTING STARTED GUIDES
Detailed, easy-to-follow instructional booklets to help you begin your Land F/X journey.

POWER TIP VIDEOS
Snappy two-minute videos created every week, showing off a new tool or technique.

WEBINARS
Every Friday at 10 a.m. PST, we host live webinars with topics ranging from usage to just about any subject related to the world of landscape architecture and irrigation design.
ALL THESE TRAINING RESOURCES ARE FREE AND CAN BE ACCESSED ANYTIME!

★★ UNIFORM TRAINING ACROSS YOUR TEAM
★★ SAVE TIME & MONEY
★★ ANSWERS 24/7

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO:
Software shouldn’t be hard to learn. We don’t make money off of creating learning resources. Instead, we have a vested interest in keeping the software intuitive and easy to use.
CUSTOMIZE TO YOUR STANDARDS

MAINTAIN MULTIPLE STYLES BY CREATING PREFERENCE SETS.

Manage fonts, dimension styles, layer properties, colors, label appearances, and much more, from a central location, saving your settings into a unique profile called a Preference Set. Create as many Preference Sets as you need.
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SET UP YOUR STANDARDS ONCE. ENFORCE THEM FOREVER.

Your preferences are shared across all users in your office to keep everything consistent. Land F/X automatically applies these standards and organizes all objects onto the appropriate layers.

“We utilize Land F/X in a multidiscipline office that includes planners and civil engineers. While Land F/X worked great ‘out of the box,’ it was easily customized to our existing office CAD standards.”

Timothy Starkey, Coe & Van Loo
ACCESS THOUSANDS OF SMART BLOCKS

OR USE ANY OF YOUR OWN.

Out of the box, Land F/X provides a vast library of block content for you to use.

Want to use your own blocks? No problem! Save them into the Land F/X library, and they too will be available as smart blocks when you need them.